
 

Entrants info: 

Entrants are to supply one ounce separated in to 28 UNLABELLED 1gram lots for flowers/buds. All 1 

gram amounts of any entry can be put together in one labelled bag, strain name and any info you have 

on the strain such as lineage, hydro/soil grown etc may be added with these. (Adding info may work to 

secure more points). Concentrates are to send in a total of 14 grams split into .5gram amounts. 

ALL entries (buds, concentrates, edibles and topicals) come with a $50 fee – this is to cover the costs of 

testing for cannabinoids, terpenes etc as well as postage to all judges where needed. 

Entries may be dropped off (with prior arrangement), or posted to the address supplied. 

Flowers/buds. 

All flower entries automatically go in the “Best Overall” catergories. Those wishing to enter “Sativa” and 

“Indica” categories must have lineage 70% or greater in either category. Entrants will need to supply 

information of genetic lineage to ensure they are properly categorized. Hybrids may include any 

combination of indica and sativa below 70% (50/50, 60/40 etc). 

Entries will be judged by over 20 judges for points based on the following criteria:  Aroma; Bag Appeal; 

Effects/high; Taste; Burnability; and Overall. 

Extra points will be accumulated via lab testing for all cannabinoids, terpenes etc. 

Concentrates 

Entrants are to supply 14 grams of concentrate split in to 28   0.5gram unlabelled samples to be judged. 

Entries will be judged by over 20 judges based on the following criteria: Aroma; Taste; Visual aesthetics; 

Burnability; and Overall 



Extra points may be accumulated or lost based on our lab testing results. Points maybe gained for 

cannabinoid content, or Lost due to the detection of chemical solvents. 

Edibles 

The Edibles category encompasses any medically infused product that is eaten, including food, baked 

goods, tinctures, capsules and pills. 

Entrants are to supply 28 individually packed samples of their product to enter. They will be judged by 

over 20 judges based upon the following criteria: Food appearance; Taste; Strength/Effect; Product 

Originality; Heathiness; and Overall 

Lab tests will reveal extra points to Be earned particularly testing for THC-A levels to see how well the 

chef has decarboxulated his/her cannabis. The more THCA the less points. Points may also be 

accumulated for high levels of other cannabinoids too. 

Topicals 

The Topical category which encompasses medically infused, non-edible products such as salves, lotions, 

balms, patches and suppositories.  

Any cannabis infused product that is applied topically on the body may be entered in this category. 

Entrants must supply 28 individually packed samples to enter. Judging will be based on the following 

criteria: Appeal; Aroma; Ease of use; Overall effectiveness. 

1 point will also be incurred for a “YES” answer to the following questions: 

- Is there an ingredients list? 

- Does this product provide adequate moisturization? 

- Does this product help with muscle relaxation? 

- Does this product aid in pain management? 

- Does this product help with inflammation? 

- Is this product clearly marked as cannabis? 

- Is the packaging professional and hygienic? 

Sending in entries 

ALL ENTRIES must be adequately bagged (smell proof). Any entries supplied that are poorly packed 

(putting our judges and you at risk) will be instantly disqualified. There are many ways to do this, so 

below is some tips to aid you in your packing and understanding our criteria: 

Packing your entries: The safest method you could use is Vacuum packing, vacuum bags and or 

machine’s can be easily bought from general stores such as The Wharehouse.  

Your next best option is “Stink Sacks” these can be bought in various sizes from cosmic corner, and many 

online stores.  



When using both vacuum bags and stink sacks, try your best not to handle the outside of your bags with 

the same hand used to handle your cannabis. Use disposable gloves to assist you with that. 

Make sure each 1 gram sample bag is smell proof, and then put into a larger labelled bag (ideally smell 

proof too, but not mandatory providing your sample bags are successfully sealed and not smelly). 

Entrants entering edibles and topical balms must be packaged in a total of 28 small samples, one for 

each judge.. ensuring adequate enough storage for safe keeping, if there is a recommended time frame 

in which this need to be judged, please tell us, this is not an issue, and can be worked around. 

Sending entries 

When your entry is ready to go (it can be sent anytime between now and February 28th 2019, please 

contact us on the encrypted messenger service “Surespot” this can be downloaded from the google app 

store on any smart phone. Please add “NZCannabisCup” as a friend (or contact us at 

nzharvestfest@gmail.com and we can add you). From there we can organise an address closest to you 

that you my either post to or drop off with prior arrangement. 

Winners will be contacted before harvest festival to discuss more details for those with any privacy 

concerns. 

Any questions, please ask any time! We are here to help  

 

Regards 

The Harvest Festival Team 
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